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Soon, the barbecue is ready.

The golden-yellow barbecue is dripping with fat, and the aroma is tangy.

"Master Ye Ye, please use it, be careful!"

The portion of this barbecue is several times larger than the previous one. Lu
Yuan thoughtfully cut out small pieces of the barbecue, put them on a plate,
and handed them to Ye Ye.

Ye Ye took the plate, skewered the barbecue, opened her small cherry mouth

and took a bite. Then she narrowed her big eyes contentedly, and the tail

swayed behind her, looking a bit happy.

Lu Yuan breathed a sigh of relief when he saw this.

I feel comfortable licking them, so maybe they don’t recognize people when
they put on their pants, right?

Maybe if he pays a little bit, he won't kill him?

I might be able to keep some good things, at least I don’t have to die out, and
it will slow down the time I come in next time.

Lu Yuan couldn't help swallowing when he saw Ye Ye sips.

He had gone through a big battle and was exhausted. Now he has been busy

for a long time and he hasn't eaten at all. He is already very hungry.

Lu Yuan glanced at the contented Ye Ye, took out the plate and the knife, cut
a few pieces of meat, and tasted it himself.

tastes very good.
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As expected of me, I can still do it if I want to do it!

Lu Ze nodded in satisfaction.

But Lu Ze suspected that the original meat quality of this ancient sea giant
crocodile should be the reason.

, after all, is a boss-level fierce beast.

Soon, Ye Ye finished eating, turning his head to look straight at Lu Yuan, Lu
Yuan understood in seconds, and quickly smiled: "Come on,Master Ye Ye, give
me the plate, and I'll cut it for you."

Ye Ye passed the plate to Lu Yuan, and Lu Yuan served another plate of

barbecue.

The two slowly ate the barbecue. Every night after eating, Lu Yuan helped her

serve it. Even though Ye Ye looked slender, he ate more than Lu Yuan.

Soon, after eating a large piece of barbecue, he put down the plate contentedly
every night, his tail writhing.

Lu Yuan looked at the twisted fluffy tail, a bit like grabbing it and touching it,
but he definitely didn't dare.

, of course, is not afraid of death, mainly because it feels impolite.

Lu Yuan felt that he was definitely not the kind of person who was afraid of
death.

stood up every night, after eating so many barbecues, her belly didn't grow up

at all.

Lu Yuan looked at her flat abdomen, shocked.

Could it be that her belly is connected to a different space?

"The stuff there is for you, it's rice money."



Ye Ye pointed to the location of the kobold before, and Lu Yuan looked over.

He discovered that the corpses of the four kobolds had already turned into
light and dissipated, leaving behind materials and spirit crystals on the ground,
and even a spear flashing with green light.

Elite level genetic weapons?

"Give me?!"

Lu Yuan looked stunned, turned his head to look at Ye Ye, only to find that the
cat girl had disappeared, and Lu Yuan didn't even notice how she left.

gone? !

Lu Yuan's eyes widened, a little in disbelief.

He thought that Ye Ye would kill him, take away his harvest this time, and ask
him to surrender some treasures if it doesn't help.

Unexpectedly, it was really just for eating grilled fish? !

呸! A crocodile is not a fish!

Even after eating grilled crocodile meat every night, he paid for the meal? !

And it's an elite level genetic weapon? !

An elite-level genetic weapon, but its value is on the quintessential crystal!

Although the flesh and blood of the boss fierce beast is still precious, such a bit
of flesh and blood is not worth mentioning compared to the elite-level
weapons!

Not to mention that in addition to the elite level weapons, there are many

spirit crystals and materials.

This meal, I'm afraid it's not earned by blood? !



What kind of high-quality rich woman is this? !

Lu Yuan was dumbfounded, a little bit unrecovered.

After that, Lu Yuan slapped his thigh, with a distressed expression on his face.

I didn't even have a contact information for Comrade Ye Ye!

Such a silly money...No, such a high-quality rich lady can't develop into a

long-term customer? !

Let him cook for others every day.

What a pity!

Lu Yuan felt that he had missed one hundred million, and he was a little lost

for a while.

Next time, you must get the contact information of Comrade Ye Ye next time!

It doesn't matter whether the food is money or not, the main reason is that

Comrade Ye Ye is also good-looking.

Lu Yuan thought in his heart, ran to the place where the four kobolds died,
and picked up the fallen things.

27 pieces of oasis magic leopard skins, 34 pieces of ancient sea giant crocodile

skins, 15 pieces of ancient sea unicorn horns... 1262 spirit crystals, and a

spear of elite quality.

can be said to have made a lot of money.

Lu Yuan put everything away contentedly, and then he opened the tent to rest,
and even the corners of his mouth were raised when he slept.

…………

real world.



In Lu Yuan's room, Lu Yuan was sitting on a wooden bed, the spiritual crystal
in his hand was quickly absorbed by Lu Yuan and turned into powder.

In Lu Yuan's consciousness, the gene chain shrouded in white mist flashed

with dazzling white light at this moment.

There is only a small section at the top, and the light is still a bit dim.

Strands of spiritual power passed through the white mist and merged into the
dimly lit area at the top of the gene chain.

That area quickly became brighter.

As time passed, the light in the topmost area became as shiny as other areas.

Boom! !

When the entire gene chain became shining, the white mist surged.

Gradually, the white mist at the top of the gene chain began to disperse.

After the white mist dispersed, a black chain was revealed.

The chain blocks the top of the gene chain, and above it is a very dim small

piece of new gene chain.

This is gene lock.

Only by breaking the genetic lock can he break through to the first-order
warrior level.

Lu Yuan opened his eyes, a hint of surprise flashed in his eyes.

It took nearly a month, and his gene chain tempering degree has finally

reached 100%.

This speed far exceeds Lu Yuan's plan.

Originally, he thought it would take more than a month, or even close to two

months, to break through.



The most important reason is naturally the large amount of moonstone
essence.

This has greatly increased his cultivation speed and saved nearly twenty days
of time.

Next, he only needs to break the genetic lock and he can break through.

Lu Yuan's consciousness entered the war pattern space, and he smiled when he

looked at the two rough stones that were shining with white light.

The rough stone obtained before can be said to have just come.

Regarding the method to break the genetic lock, Lu Yuan had searched on

Battle.net before.

Using rough stones is the most direct and effective way.

Just absorb the strong force in the original stone and use the force to hit the
gene lock.

The difficulty of absorbing rough stones is much higher than that of absorbing
spiritual crystals. It may take several days for general genetic warriors to

absorb a rough stone, and you need to be prepared for breakthroughs.

But Lu Yuan is different, he thinks he shouldn't use it for long.

Lu Yuan took a deep breath and sat cross-legged on the wooden bed.

He squeezed a rough stone and started to absorb it.

Strands of strong force slowly merged into Lu Yuan's body, passed through the
white mist, and arrived at the gene chain area.

Lu Yuan's consciousness moved, controlling the strong force to hit the black

chain.

The black chain entwined around the gene chain began to vibrate violently.



With the vibration of the black chain, even the white mist began to surging,
and the gene chain also vibrated slightly, Lu Yuan felt a tingle of pain in his

body.

This is the pain that comes from the depths of genes.

Want to break the genetic lock, naturally, it is not without a price.

Shocking the gene lock will also cause a certain shock to the gene chain, thus
affecting the body.

Some geniuses with good conditions can use special potions or natural
treasures to protect the gene chain, but the general gene warriors do not have

such good conditions, so they can only resist.

So the speed of hitting the gene lock will become very slow.

Lu Yuan's physical strength is relatively strong, although he still resists the

impact, his impact speed is still quite fast.

It’s just that the pain is definitely inevitable.

Click!

I don’t know how long it took, and with waves of shock, a crack appeared on

one of the black chains.

In Lu Yuan's ear, there was a clear voice.

Lu Yuan was overjoyed.

This is the beginning of the break.

He continued to shock, the cracks in the black chains getting bigger and

bigger.

In the end, a black chain shattered and turned into a puff of black smoke to

dissipate~www.mtlnovel.com~ However, there was not only one black chain,
there were three in total.



Lu Yuan was planning to continue the impact, and at this moment, he felt the
lack of force.

Lu Yuan was taken aback and opened his eyes.

I don't know when, the rough stone in his hand has turned into a mass of

powder.

Lu Yuan frowned slightly.

"I consumed it so quickly? But this is normal."

Lu Yuan began to search for posts about breaking the gene lock on Battle.net
after his tempering degree reached more than 90%.

There are naturally also posts that use rough stones to break gene locks.

The strength of the general gene lock is related to the extraordinary genes
recorded before, and it is also related to each gene warrior itself.

The higher the talent, the weaker the gene lock, the easier it is to break, and
the easier it is to advance.

However, the stronger the super gene burned, the stronger the gene lock will

increase, and the difficulty of advancement will also increase.

Lu Yuan burned elite-level transcendent genes, and its genetic lock was more

difficult to break than the genetic warriors who burned ordinary genes.

According to the information in the post that Lu Yuan could see at the time,
the gene lock of Elite Gene was generally burned. It takes 5 to 10 rough stones

to break the gene lock.

If it is a particularly good genius, the number of rough stones needed will be

reduced.

Lu Yuan now broke a chain, used a rough stone, and two chains, so two more

chains are needed.



A total of 3 rough stones are required to break the gene lock, which is already

less than 5 rough stones.

shows that Lu Yuan's talents are already quite good.

It is a pity that Lu Yuan now only has two rough stones in total, but that is to
say, he has to get another rough stone before he can completely break the

genetic lock.
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